Abstract
Introduction
roduced liquid that produce from wells is multiphase (two phases as oil, gas and sometimes three phase as oil, gas and water or oil, gas and sand). In addition to each one of phases are separable by borders between them. Pressure and temperature conditions of a material describe phase state (solid, liquid and vapor or gas).Usually one of phases consider the purpose of more scape element and other phase with less scape Thus, must for consumption of each phase separate them by the certain method. Separation in variety vessels does with especial design. The gases content compounds that in meeting of water area produces acid solutions and more contain hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, sulfide carbonyl (COS), disulfide carbon (CS2) and mercaptanes (R-SH). The gases contain these component are "Soar Gas" and the process does for separate of these components, it called "Gas Sweetening". When these combines are poisoning that feed contain vapor or there is condensation of vapor or other combined that produce acid with H2S and CO2. When acid combined percent is more than export or consumption allowable limit must apply sweetening process for separate of these combines.
[1] Gas-liquid separation processes used in variety industrial place are based on "Gravity Settling", "Impingement" and "Centrifugation", mechanisms. Sometimes, they apply either one or a combination of them and also "Filtration" can apply in this field. As for a general rule, mechanical separation happened when the phases are not miscible and have different densities. Types of mechanical separation can be classified as momentum, gravity and filtration [2] . Vapor-Liquid separators are common types of processing equipment that use vertically, horizontally and spherically. The vertical separators apply for liquid separation from mixture with high gas-oil mass ratio (LIQ < 10-20%) or short liquid hold up time. Contactor surface of gas and liquid in vertical separators in compare with horizontally is less [3] . Improvements of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been provide the basis for further insight into approach in dynamic of multiphase flows. Currently, there are two approaches for numerical calculate of multiphase flows: the Euler-Lagrange and the Euler-Euler approaches. In the Euler-Lagrange the fluid phase is treated as a continuum by solving the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, while the dispersed phase is solved by tracking a large number of bubbles, droplets or particles through the calculated flow field so that in the EulerEuler approach, the different phases are treated mathematically as interpenetrating continua. Since the volume of a phase cannot be occupied by the other assumed to be continuous functions of space and time and their sum is equal to one. Conservation equations for each phase are derived to obtain a set of equations, which have similar structure for all phases. Discrete phase model (DPM) follows the Euler-Lagrange approach, while the volume of fluid (VOF) model, the mixture model, and the Eulerian model follow the Euler-Euler approach.
[4] This regard (Sirazi et al., 1996) has simulated a cylindrical gas-liquid cyclone numericaly [5] . Annaland and Kuipers (2005) simulated gasliquid-solid by combined front tracking and (DPM) [6] . (Juoyan et al., 2005) have been studied performance of helical gas-liquid separator numerically and practically [7] . (Luchang et al., 2007) Due to reduction of H2S from wells outlet gas, sweetening unit was out of service for a long period of time and outlet gas fraught with liquid in separation unit, also in order to optimum use of instruments and devices in this unit, using Amin contactor tower the as a separator has been recommended in R&D unit of Sarkhoun and Qeshm gas treating company. The ultimate goal of this research is to examine the possibility of using of Amine contactor tower as a vertical gasliquid separator in order to reduce liquid in outlet of separation unit and carry it to the dew point setting unit for dehydration. This regard after design of requirement separator in outlet of separation unit by Khorshidi and Naderipour, treat of fluid flow was studied by solving of governing equations in separator and contactor tower flow.
Model Description
If consider a liquid droplet with diameter dp that in settling area by gravity force When the net gravity force, given by Eq. 1 to 6, also figure 1 is shown forces on liquid droplet in gas stream. Forces on droplet are: -Gravitational force given by Eq.1,
-Balance the drag force, given by Eq. 2,
The heavier liquid droplets will settle at a constant terminal velocity, UT Equating Eqs.1 and 2 results in,
Hence, as long as UV < UT, the liquid droplets will settle out. Typically, UV, is set between 0.75 UT and UT Eq. 3 can be rearranged as Eq. 4, a Sauders-Brown type equation (1):
Where K is separation factor and given by Eq.5,
Practically, very small droplets cannot be separated by gravity alone. These droplets are coalesced to from larger droplets which will settle by gravity. Coalescing devices in separators force the gas to follow a tortuous path and the momentum of the droplets cause them to collide with other droplets or the coalescing device, forming larger droplet diameter is not adequately predictable so the K values for mist eliminators are typically empirical. In this paper in order to simulation of floe field, were applied gas-liquid regime, discrete phase model (DPM) for study of dispersed phase (droplets) treat and fluent software. According to table 3, Duo to volume fraction of dispersed phase is less 10% of inlet fluid, was used DPM method [15] .
Geometry
Generated geometry was modeled for designed vertical separator by Khorshidi and Naderipour with use gambit software three dimensionally [15, 16] and shown in figure 2. Also for tower geometry was used documents and maps of tower in sweetening unit [17] . The geometry of vertical separator and contactor tower shown in 
Mesh Generation
In this research in order to study of mesh effect on results and choosing optimum mesh, the change of velocity on a stream line direction height separator and tower was examined. Thus, first are generated meshes for separator with 64372 cells, then by increasing numbers of cells, change of velocity has been selected as mesh effect criteria. With increasing numbers of mesh from 13645 to 136453 cells, the change of velocity is little and overall of this variable on compare with number of chancing element has been bit more. In this section, meshes with 65372 cells duo to high resolution of calculate and optimum time as optimum mesh was selected. Three variety views of these mesh generation (that is tetrahedral type shown in figure 3 [16, 17] . Also in modeling of contactor tower was shown that with increasing number of cells from 121365 to 445321, calculated overall of velocity aren't attention able except gas inlet and outlet. Although difference of velocity in meshes with 273278 cells on compare with meshes with 121365 is negligible, thus this model the purpose of optimum tetrahedral mesh generation was selected. Figure 4 is shown mesh generation of contactor tower. Note that in bottom of tower duo to irregular geometry was applied irregular mesh generation and after that regular mesh generation was swept.
Boundary Condition
Boundary condition of walls for continues phase were selected so that all of lateral surface and all of surface that aren't gas inlet and outlet as No Slip Condition and boundary conditions will be u=v=w=0. Boundary condition for continues phase is velocity in gas inlet surface that is equal to 8m/s. Also for gas outlet was considered outlet pressure. Totally duo to boundary conditions is absolute geometry and depends on operation conditions therefore there aren't any change into separator and contactor tower, the boundary conditions will can satisfy problem. For start of numerical solution, must consider initial conditions. These conditions is contain initial overall of velocity, pressure, temperature fields into separator and tower that here u=v=w=P=T=0 were selected. While a droplet arrive to physical border, must apply boundary conditions of discrete phase that Trap was defined [4, 17] .
Solving of Flow Field
Fluid flow for continues phase steady, three dimensional, compressible, turbulent was considered. Also for solver pressure-based with implicit formulation and for turbulent modeling RNG k-ɛ was applied. The governing equation of dispersed phase flow given by Eq.7, [4, 16] 
Re is Reynolds number that given by Eq.8,
Additionally, the equation 7 convert by convert functions of software to cylindrical ordinate in r, z direction. Also for liquid sprays, an appropriate representation of the droplet size distribution is the Rosin-Rammler expression. The complete range of sizes is divided into an adequate number of discrete intervals, each represented by a mean diameter for which trajectory calculations are performed. The size distribution is of the Rosin-Rammler type, the mass fraction of droplets of diameter greater than d is given by Eq.9,
In order to simulation, need to operation conditions and properties of inlet feed that these cases were obtained by Khorshidi and Naderipour and are shown in table 2 and 3. [15, 17] .
Results
After solving of field fluid flow into separator and contact tower, effect of growing of droplets, effect of disengagement long in separation process was studied. In order to study effect of growing of liquid droplets, in order droplets with 40, 120 and 150 microns has been injected into separator and tower. The growing trend of droplets is so that maximum diameter of droplets in tower is worthy larger than similar overall in separator that it is because of more hold up time of droplets in tower as compared to separator. Maximum diameter of droplets into separator and contact tower shown in figure 9, Figure 9 : Maximum growing of droplets As for table 3, inlet feed is content two phase (gas-liquid) and also as mentioned before if liquid -gas ratio is less than (i.e. LIQ < 10-20%) volume fraction, should be use vertical separator, therefore can sure that design was done goodly, so table 4 shown that outlet fluid from separator is only gas that it shows liquid phase was separated from feed fluid. Also in order to research effect of height (disengagement long) in separation process, from three variety height (13A, 13B and 13C) and gas outlet of contact tower according to figure 10 was sampled so that experimental data shown in table 5 to 8, [18, 19] .
As for tables 5 to 8, as ever height of sample increases, inversely density decreases so that with decrease density of discrete phases, terminal velocity induces and with increased density of droplets, terminal velocity increases. Also with decrease viscosity of gas, the terminal velocity increases and this is one of separation factors. Table 8 shown that density of outlet gas increase with relation to 13A and it means the best height for tower is 13A because the least density of gas discharges over there. According to figure 11, simulation results is shown that with increasing height in tower, maximum and mean diameter of droplets grows company with together and as for Eq.6, K value was increased and separation was improved. In this research, the examination of Amin contactor tower as vertical gas-liquid in order to reduce liquid percent in outlet separation unit and send to dew point setting unit for dehydration was studied. Hence can see, the diverter causes to direct flow to downward of vessel (bottom), increase eddies and steady of them, decrease velocity of droplets toward outlet gas and increase hold up time of droplets in separator and contactor tower. So the effect of growing of particles (droplets) in improving of separation process was researched so that the growing of droplets into separator and tower with 40, 120 and 150 microns was caused increase terminal velocity of droplets and separation factor K either. Also shown that drag force decreases and causes better settling of droplets, in fact, it helps to separation process. The function to gives rise to more compatible with experimental date is K factor. It is because K value in TOTAL method that appropriate to relation of particle diameter and drag factor. However, both of parameters are principal function and have the most influence on governing equations, also it is direct influence the terminal velocity. As for the effect of height (disengagement time) in separation process with three height (13A, 13B and 13C) and gas outlet of contact tower, as ever height of sample increases, inversely density decreases so that with decrease density of discrete phases, terminal velocity induces and with increased density of droplets, terminal velocity increases. Also with decrease viscosity of gas, the terminal velocity increases and this is one of separation factors. Hence, as for Eq.6, K factor was increased, therefore, as for aforementioned can say that the important functions on improve separation process are growing of droplets, increasing of height and inlet diverter. 
Conclusion
Additionally according to younger's comment gas-liquid separators can applied in horizontal or vertical status so that he founded if L/D be 1.7 to 3.6, the separators should be used vertically also Branan has proved that if L/D > 5, a horizontal separator should be used. The results of research are shown that in special conditions with L/D>6.5 can apply vertical separator. Finally experimental data has shown that the settling length can be 36 ft (11m) that separation works well and according to Schiman this length should be 0.75D or a minimum 12in (0.305 m) whereas Gerunda recommends a length equal to the diameter or a minimum of 3 ft (0.914 m) that present result is new recommendation that as for requirement in similar units can use contactor tower as vertical separator and thereby increase quality inlet of feed to other units and elsewhere.
